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RoutePlotter: Track and monitor routes from multiple locations. Fully automated reporting allowing easy investigation.
Scheduled and real-time reporting on traffic volume, requests per second and routing for devices providing content, video,
voice, and non-voice. Check your IP devices traffic volume and routing. Print reports and email them to you and/or your
designated staff. Cisco Designated Transit Routing The Configuration Manager Cisco Designated Transit Routing feature
allows a Cisco device running the Cisco IOS Software Release 15.4(1)TM Release set to use the designated transit route

for frames passed to the designated port of the device (see Cisco.com for more information). The feature directs all
frames received on a designated port through a specified transit network to the specified destination. The destination
address of the frames are replicated in the designated port interface. The designated port can have a local destination

address, or a local and remote destination address. The Cisco Designated Transit Routing feature is a simple and effective
way to provide redundancy of transit network to particular destinations. To configure Cisco Designated Transit Routing on

a designated port, the device supports the following two configuration modes: • Local address configuration • Local and
remote address configuration These two modes of Cisco Designated Transit Routing are provided in a single, unified

configuration interface, as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 Cisco Designated Transit Routing Configuration Interface Figure
1: Cisco Designated Transit Routing Configuration Interface The two modes of Cisco Designated Transit Routing can be

applied either independently or in sequence. For example, an alternative configuration of Cisco Designated Transit
Routing that supports redundancy of transit network to end system host addresses is shown in Figure 2. As with the first

mode of Cisco Designated Transit Routing, both modes of configuration provide a single interface for configuration.
Figure 2: Designated Transit Routing with End System Host Figure 2: Designated Transit Routing with End System Host

To configure a local destination address for Cisco Designated Transit Routing, the network administrator selects the
appropriate command from the configuration interface. The destination of the frame is replicated in the designated port

interface. For example, to configure local source addressing, the following configuration command is used: Router(config-
if)# [interface-id] [ip-address] To configure a local and remote destination address for Cisco Designated Transit Routing,

the destination address

RoutePlotter Free Download

RoutePlotter provides you the needed visibility, along with a full reporting suite that lets you: Monitor routes from
multiple locations See routes from multiple locations to your servers and devices See routing IP addresses to your servers
and devices For example with RoutePlotter your queries and IP addresses can still be sent to your servers even if the ISP's
IP block has been allocated to another location.RoutePlotter Features: View routes from up to 6 locations simultaneously

See routes from up to 6 locations to your servers and IP devices See routing IP addresses to your servers and devices
Route information is updated once every hour Route data will be visible for up to 24 hours or until the HTTP / MSTP

connection is reset or closed Tracks changes to your IP addresses and your servers See your servers routes even if they are
in a different Location RoutePlotter Error Reporting: User supplied IP addresses will never get used as IPs nor get

assigned to any servers RoutePlotter monitors. An IP address is always provided by the ISP IP addresses are also never
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used for client requests RoutePlotter will see if IP addresses are not properly assigned If any errors occur on the server
side of a route or IP address, the RoutePlotter server will record an event of new error and try to contact your ISP's tech

support RoutePlotter will not execute normal requests as those will go out the normal way RoutePlotter only monitor
Routes to your servers and IPs RoutePlotter will not execute any tests as it monitors routes to your servers IP addresses

used on servers will never be used for client requests RoutePlotter will record an error for these IP addresses RoutePlotter
setup procedures: RoutePlotter monitors routes from up to 6 locations by selecting the Route Plotter server and the routers

that feed into it. RoutePlotter will keep your Route Plotter server active until you quit it. If RoutePlotter is not running
while your ISP is changing their IP address range, RoutePlotter will not see any routes your services get

affected.RoutePlotter application Server is compatible with latest versions of Microsoft Net Framework 4.0,
Microsoft.Net.Sockets and.Net 3.5 RoutePlotter is optimized for Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 RoutePlotter
works with Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7 RoutePlotter will be optimized to work with Win XP in

the near future RoutePlotter is distributed as a 32-bit and a 64-bit 09e8f5149f
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• Monitor multiple routes and locations in real-time • Fully auto-update IP devices • Identify downtime and downtime
events • Identify lost routes and missing routes • Report network performance metrics • Report network failures and
issues • Report network incidents and trends • Recover missing routes • Immediately issue remedial steps to resolve lost
network devices RoutePlotter is a practical and effective solution worth having when you need to monitor the quality of
your critical network infrastructure with ease. RoutePlotter will now monitor routes from multiple locations so critical
routes can be monitored in 2 directions. Most failures that affect the availability and service of critical application servers
and IP devices occur on the network route not at the actual IP device. Traditional route testing tools only provide 'on-
demand' reports that show a snapshot of the network performance consequently problems are missed. RoutePlotter
combines the automated monitoring of application services, IP devices and the network routes that serve them to deliver a
comprehensive performance reporting suite. RoutePlotter provides the needed visibility to ISP route changes and overall
route consistency which otherwise never get noticed or resolved. If you don't continuously monitor the network
infrastructure to your business critical devices, how can you identify when ISP issues are impacting your customers.
RoutePlotter Description: • Monitor multiple routes and locations in real-time • Fully auto-update IP devices • Identify
downtime and downtime events • Identify lost routes and missing routes • Report network performance metrics • Report
network failures and issues • Report network incidents and trends • Recover missing routes • Immediately issue remedial
steps to resolve lost network devices RoutePlotter [V3.2.6] RoutePlotter [V3.2.6] - RoutePlotter [V3.2.6] is a practical and
effective solution worth having when you need to monitor the quality of your critical network infrastructure with ease.
RoutePlotter will now monitor routes from multiple locations so critical routes can be monitored in 2 directions. Most
failures that affect the availability and service of critical application servers and IP devices occur on the network route not
at the actual IP device. Traditional route testing tools only provide 'on-demand' reports that show a snapshot of the
network performance consequently problems are missed. RoutePlotter combines the automated monitoring of application
services, IP devices and the network routes that serve them to deliver a comprehensive performance reporting suite.
RoutePlotter provides the needed visibility to ISP route changes and overall route consistency which otherwise

What's New in the RoutePlotter?

RoutePlotter is an advanced application monitoring product for ISPs and enterprise. RoutePlotter monitors performance
of your critical network infrastructure while providing you with an unprecedented level of service-level analysis for the
end user. RoutePlotter delivers comprehensive reporting that will allow you to find and fix critical issues quickly, both
automatically and manually, via a graphical user interface or API. RoutePlotter is driven by its award-winning
RoutePrediction.RoutePrediction is a middleware component that analyzes hundreds of thousands of routes per second to
understand patterns and predict future change. RoutePrediction is written using C, provides a Windows service, database
service and a command line utility that you can use to analyze routes. A RouteSensing component scans routers and SOHO
devices and listens for traffic on a network route. A RouteConsumer component processes the RoutePrediction
predictions and the routers and SOHO devices that consume traffic over the predicted routes and reports various levels of
feedback to the user. RouteConsumer provides network monitors that display information based on a variety of
parameters, including bandwidth, latency, loss and route change patterns for your entire network topology. The
RouteConsumer components are supported by a comprehensive troubleshooting and reporting engine, that analyzes the
data collected by the RouteConsumer and RouteSensing components and displays detailed results on the screen.
RouteConsumer is also supported by analysis and reporting tools like the RouteGraph tool which allows you to analyze and
see RouteConsumer reports on a single or multiple routes. RouteConsumer is also available as a command line tool which
allows you to analyze routes using a variety of parameters from the command line and save route info to a file.
RouteConsumer will run on any Windows x64 platform. System Requirements: - Microsoft.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 or
later on Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP SP2 or later - Service pack 2 or later for Windows Server 2008 - To use
the Windows Service, SQL Server database and Command Line Utility, you must have installed or have an installation of
Microsoft.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 or later and SQL Server 2005, 2008 or later or the functionality will not be available.
RoutePlotter is an advanced application monitoring product for ISPs and enterprise. RoutePlotter monitors performance
of your critical network infrastructure while providing you with an unprecedented level of service-level analysis for the
end user. RoutePlotter delivers comprehensive reporting that will allow you to find and fix critical issues quickly, both
automatically and manually, via a
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System Requirements For RoutePlotter:

Windows Vista SP1 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E6600 2.40GHz Memory: 4GB RAM HDD space:
at least 5GB Graphics card: NVIDIA® GeForce™ 8800 or ATI Radeon™ HD 2600 with 256MB of video RAM
Software: Microsoft® Office 2007 Standard, Windows Vista, Adobe® Photoshop® 8 (CS5) or above Sound card:
DirectX® compatible sound card and drivers CD/DVD drive or USB port
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